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 To honor a poet with a musical setting of her or his poems is a delicate matter. After all, a poem is 
already a meticulously constructed composition in sound. Good poetry absorbs us by multiple sonic facets, 
apart from the point it presents, the story it tells, the picture it paints, or the emotion it captures. Voicing 
and hearing the sounds of a poem is as important as grasping its meaning. In some cases, the medium is 
the message: the sounds of the poem embody its meaning.
 In setting texts, I compose music to reflect, and, if possible, magnify as many of a poem’s facets as 
I can. I want a particular arrangement of musical notes to derive from and mesh with the poet’s particular 
arrangement of verbal sounds. I want the music to reinforce and elaborate the affect of the poem and 
its meaning, but I also want the music to respond to, support, and extend the sonic aspects of the poem 
uniquely, such that it would be difficult and awkward to sing music composed for one poem to other words 
and would certainly yield a semantically confused combination, as if one were to try singing “O, say, can 
you see by the dawn’s early light” to the tune of “Danny Boy.”
 A musical setting is a reading of a poem in two senses: it is an interpretation as well as a vocaliza-
tion of the poem. A setting entails choices about stress, dynamics, tempo, pitch, and affect: the same 
array of choices an informed reciter makes in delivering a text. Music composed to a text may have both a 
semantic function as well as a diegetic function. “Text painting,” as it is traditionally called, tends to be the 
most obvious way in which music supports a text. For example, in “The Given Note,” the melody heard by 
the fiddler in loud weather off mid-Atlantic emerges from tempestuous, shore-pounding music; the fiddler 
tunes his fiddle, and playing the tune, causes his house to throb with it. The melody is ever present “in 
the air” of the song, forming the accompaniment as well as the vocal line. Similarly, through quotation and 
mimesis, music evokes the kaleidoscopic array of cinematic images in Muldoon’s “The Weepies” (e.g. the 
MGM fanfare and the Pathe-News rooster), and, in other songs, birds trilling, spring rain, apples dropping, 
wind, Bigfoot’s heavy gait, a smoke of flies, shivering, and the thump of a booted football.
 But some musical illustration is more symbolic, rather than mimetic. For example, the interweaving 
counterpoint in “Ascending” illustrates winding grape vines gradually ascending, like the old couple with 
the ladder. Heaney’s “The Relic of Memory” entails a rhythmic metaphor: while the narrator wonders at 

The Composer
Composer and conductor Robert Pound’s numerous compositions include 
orchestral works for the Atlanta Symphony Orchestra and the Columbus 
Symphony Orchestra. He has received commissions from such distinguished 
ensembles as the Corigliano Quartet, Deviant Septet, Alarm Will Sound, and 
Florestan Recital Project. His works have been featured by the Amernet 
Quartet, Verge Ensemble, New Juilliard Ensemble, Factory Seconds Brass Trio, 
on recordings by trumpeter Jack Sutte, and on NPR’s Morning Edition. Pound 
studied composition at The University of North Texas with Martin Mailman and 
at The Juilliard School with Stephen Albert and Milton Babbitt. He continued his 

conducting studies at Tanglewood Music Center under Michael Morgan and Robert Spano and in master 
classes with Kurt Masur, Hans Graf, and Christoph von Donányi. He was Music Director of the West Shore 
Symphony Orchestra and led the Verge Ensemble at the 2009 June in Buffalo Festival. He is currently 
Professor of Music at Dickinson College and Director of the Dickinson Orchestra. Pound’s previous album, 
The Orbit of the Soul (Roven Records), was praised by Fanfare critic Colin Clarke as “a positively revela-
tory release.” It is available on i-Tunes and Amazon.

The Sound of Poetry, the Poetry of Sound
These three song cycles were commissioned in coordination with the awarding of The Stellfox Prize by 
Dickinson College to Maxin Kumin in 2010 and to Seamus Heaney and Paul Muldoon in 2014. The double 
award in 2014 stemmed from unusual and sad circumstances. Seamus Heaney had been notified of the 
prize and was planning to visit when he died unexpectedly in August 2013. The Stellfox Committee then 
reached out to Paul Muldoon, not only as a revered artist more than deserving of the honor in his own right, 
but also as a close friend and colleague of Heaney. I composed these songs as homages to the poetry of 
the three Stellfox Prize laureates.
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another, directly supporting the poem’s move from a detached observation of the emotionally violent nature 
of some relationships (“they are breaking each other”) to an appreciation for what is gained through the 
experience (“I tell new weather”). The setting of Heaney’s “Lightenings” applies this approach more  
pervasively. Chains of shifting relations between music and words reflect the beautifully shimmering  
language (“Shifting brilliancies. Then winter light in a doorway”), the poem’s cold climate, and its “soul-
free” estimation of mortality. “Lightenings” also illustrates another way that a musical setting can support 
the form of a poem: musical space (extended rests) in the vocal line separates stanzas of the poem.
 Musical form may support a rhetorical turn in poetry, akin to the volta of a sonnet. Some of these 
poems entail notably dramatic turns. “Bigfoot” begins by comically portraying Sasquatch, then takes a 
heartbreaking turn through its ellipsis, morphing the dubitable campfire legend into the palpable specter 
(“darkening the tiny window”) of absence and missed opportunities. The song begins with a deliberately 
comical duple pattern in the piano’s lowest register, suggesting the monster’s heavy gait, and shifts to  
tender, searching harmonies in a high register and triple meter. Similarly, “The Avenue” moves from 
troubled brooding on the inexplicable end of a relationship to an astonished remembrance of the beginning.  
The music matches that turn, changing from a rhythmically turgid, anxious pattern to a calm, optimistic one.
 Heaney’s “At Ardboe Point” comprises changes of setting and a brief but dramatic turn through 
a contraction in scale. The poem first describes a couple driving a car through a smoke of flies; once in 
their bedroom, the couple is only partially aware of the “barely audible” flies, though the lovers expect the 
bugs to infiltrate their sheets by morning. Parallel to this poetic scheme, the musical smoke of flies flick-
ers around the vocal line in the first section; it is relegated to the background as the lovers kiss between 
sheets; the musical flies return, their “just audible siren outside the window.” Then comes the striking 
turn: a description of how one of the flies would look through a magnifying glass. In support of this turn, 
the shimmering musical accompaniment condenses into thick, symmetrical chords opening and closing like 
“outsized beaters for wings.”
 Of course, text, like music, entails more than pitch and imagery: it has rhythm. In English, rhythm 
arises from patterns of stressed and unstressed syllables. A musical setting may respond to textual rhythm 

the way lough waters petrify wood, the accompanying rhythm, which begins steadily flowing, becomes pro-
tracted and ultimately sustained, or petrified. A subtler example is the mirrored (or inverted) counterpoint 
in “Lightenings,” which musically embodies the mirroring of clouds in puddles. Of all the images in these 
poems, probably the subtlest metaphor is that of “The lush/Sunset blush/On a big ripe/Gooseberry” in 
Heaney’s “Derry Derry Down.” The poem describes an effect of light and color. Sound also entails color. The 
technical term is the French word “timbre.” Each kind of instrument has a distinctive timbre, which is how 
we distinguish a flute from an oboe. Different registers of each instrument have distinctive timbres, as well. 
Likewise, a group of pitches played together can yield radically different timbres, depending on the vertical 
ordering of those pitches. By voicing the same chord in multiple ways, the accompaniment to “Derry Derry 
Down” foregrounds timbre and parallels the poem’s image.
 In addition to imitation, imaging, and symbolism, a musical setting may be tied to a text through 
repetition. Musical repetition commonly parallels repetition in text, as with the refrain of many popular 
songs. Many of the poems on this album fit the description of “lyric poetry,” being short, formal works,  
with preordained and time-honored patterns of repetition. However few of them have literal end rhymes 
(e.g. “When the crippled girl/Who wanted to be a dancer/Met the married man/Who was dying of cancer”). 
None have such pervasive, literal repetition as found in Kumin’s pantoums “What You Do” and “The First 
Rain of Spring.” Yet all of these poems are sumptuously replete with internal rhymes and alliteration 
(“Saturday afternoons… the Pathe-News rooster...”; “The grill and bonnet whisper/At their million  
collisions”; “Apples are dropping/all over Joppa/a windfall, a bagful/for horses and cattle”). In “What You 
Do,” the insistent repetition evinces the narrator’s outrage, while the repetitions in both the piano and vocal 
lines of “Ireland” are meant to evoke the nagging menace of uncertainty as to whether the Volkswagen 
holds terrorists or merely lovers.
 Attaching musical elements to internal rhymes can chain together musical changes as a progres-
sion. In Muldoon’s “Wind and Tree,” the “r” sound shared by “where there are,” “world,” “centered,” and 
“together” connects different pitches: first D, next C, then F#, and finally G#. Connecting several word 
sounds in this way over the course of the song yields a musical progression from one tonal center to  
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to convey Macha’s irrepressible ferocity, human brutality, and geological power. “Macha” was among the 
most irresistible poems to set, along with Heaney’s “The Given Note.”
 During much of the process of composing these songs, I was acutely conscious of the weight of 
responsibility to create art to honor internationally renowned, Pulitzer- and Nobel-Prize winning art. Indeed, 
there were times when I thought I might fall at the hands of Macha or be overcome by a smoke of flies. 
But I was also ecstatic (getting beyond myself, amazingly higher and higher) through much of the process. 
I owe an eternal debt of gratitude to Dr. Carol Ann Johnston and the Stellfox Committee for entrusting me 
with this opportunity and no less to the poets who kindly entrusted their works to my care. 

— Robert Pound

The Texts

in one of three ways: it can support and amplify patterns of syllabic stress in a poem; it can apply rhythms 
that have a musical logic but which do not consistently match the poem’s syllabic stresses; or a setting 
can deliberately invert syllabic stress. In most cases, I have chosen to support the syllabic stresses in 
these poems to make the words as clear as possible. Only in “Lightenings” have I distorted syllable lengths 
to depersonalize the language somewhat, illustrating the poem’s theme.
 Finally, I want to focus on one of the poems in this group, a special accomplishment, which evoked 
yet another type of musical response. Muldoon’s “Macha” is a seemingly slight, six-stanza lyric, yet it 
tells a story both geologically epic and emotionally immediate. The name “Macha” refers to: quasi-historic 
early settlers of Ireland, an Irish goddess of war, a pre-Christian Irish queen, the ancient hillfort (Eamhain 
Mhacha), and a Northern Irish county (Armagh). Muldoon has woven them into one superhuman character 
that seems to manifest all the name’s references, from the prehistoric land held down by the Ice Age to 
the warrior queen who struggles with her brothers-in-law for sovereignty and draws the bounds of her 
first hillfort with a brooch. He uses these manifestations to paint harsh, gendered conflict: sexual violence 
and oppression. As the county, she is held down by the Ice Age which is “heavy as a man.” As a persona, 
she wars with men to prove her permanence. When she falls, it is “at the hands of men.” She is sexually 
enticing (“Curvaceous,/Drumlin country”), cunning (“Leading [men] against/each other”), and poignantly 
maternal in her death (“Clutching a town/To your breasts”).
 In addition to the various musical techniques described above, “Macha” incorporates a leitmotivic 
approach, associating a particular musical figure with a character, object, or idea. The song deploys a 
leitmotif for Macha, heard with the first declamations of that name, and a leitmotif for man. The Macha 
leitmotif wars with that of “man,” and the man leitmotiv even wars against itself. The song entails overt 
illustrations in contour and register (“held you down”; “you sprang up”; “Curvaceous, Drumlin country”). 
The violently convulsive rhythms of struggle melt into a funeral march of steady, descending lines 
accompanying Macha’s fall, and Macha’s determined dissonances resolve into a harmony which signaled 
stability, resolution, and finality in medieval Western—and, significantly, patriarchal—music. The song 
incorporates some of the most brutal harmonic and rhythmic language of all the settings in these cycles 

Relics of Memory (2014)
Settings of poems by Seamus Heaney

Relic of Memory
The lough waters
Can petrify wood: 
Old oars and posts
Over the years
Harden their grain,
Incarcerate ghosts

Of sap and season.
The shallows lap 

 

And give and take—
Constant ablutions,
Such drowning love
Stun a stake

To stalagmite.
Dead lava,
The cooling star,
Coal and diamond
Or sudden birth
Of burnt meteor

Are too simple,
Without the lure
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The Given Note
On the most westerly Blasket
In a dry-stone hut
He got this air out of the night.

Strange noises were heard
By others who followed, bits of a tune
Coming in on loud weather

Though nothing like melody.
He blamed their fingers and ear
As unpractised, their fiddling easy 
 
For he had gone alone into the island
And brought back the whole thing. 
The house throbbed like his full violin.

So whether he calls it spirit music
Or not, I don’t care. He took it
Out of wind off mid-Atlantic.

Still he maintains, from nowhere.
It comes off the bow gravely,
Rephrases itself into the air.

Lightenings
Shifting brilliancies. Then winter light
In a doorway, and on the stone doorstep
A beggar shivering in silhouette.

So the particular judgement might be set:
Bare wallstead and a cold hearth rained into—
Bright puddle where the soul-free cloud-life roams.

And after the commanded journey, what?
Nothing magnificent, nothing unknown.
A gazing out from far away, alone.

And it is not particular at all,
Just old truth dawning: there is no next-time-round.
Unroofed scope. Knowledge-freshening wind.

Triptych
Derry Derry Down
i.
The lush
Sunset blush
On a big ripe

 

That relic stored.
A piece of stone
On the shelf at school,
Oatmeal colored.

At Ardboe Point
Right along the lough shore
A smoke of flies
Drifts thick in the sunset.

They come shattering daintily
Against the windscreen,
The grill and bonnet whisper

At their million collisions:
It is to drive through
A hail of fine chaff.

Yet we leave no clear wake
For they open and close on us
As the air opens and closes.

To-night when we put out our light
To kiss between sheets
Their just audible siren will go 
 

Outside the window,
Their invisible veil
Weakening the moonlight still further

And the walls will carry a rash
Of them, a green pollen.
They’ll have infiltrated our clothes by morning.

If you put one under a lens
You’d be looking at a pumping body
With such outsize beaters for wings

That this visitation would seem
More drastic than Pharaoh’s—
I’m told they’re mosquitoes

But I’d need forests and swamps
To believe it
For these are our innocent, shuttling

Choirs, dying through
Their own empyrean, troublesome only
As the last veil on a dancer. 
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but it sang, too,
a kind of dry, ringing
foreclosure of sound.
Or else, a great catch

and a cry from the touch-line
to Point her! That spring
and unhampered smash-through!
Was it you

or the ball that kept going
beyond you, amazingly
higher and higher
and ruefully free? 

Unquiet Spirit (2010)
Settings of poems by Maxine Kumin in memory  
of my parents, Barbara and Jere Pound

Mulching
Me in my bug-proof netted headpiece kneeling
to spread sodden newspapers between broccolis,
corn sprouts, cabbages and four kinds of beans,

prostrate before old suicide bombings, starvation,
AIDS, earthquakes, the unforeseen tsunami,
front-page photographs of lines of people

 

with everything they own heaped on their heads,
the rich assortment of birds trilling on all
sides of my forest garden, the exhortations

of commencement speakers at local colleges,
the first torture revelations under my palms
and I am a helpless citizen of a country

I used to love, who as a child wept when
the brisk police band bugled Hats off! The flag
is passing by, now that every wanton deed

in this stack of newsprint is heartbreak,
my blackened fingers can only root in dirt,
turning up industrious earthworms, bits

of unreclaimed eggshell, wanting to ask
the earth to take my unquiet spirit,
bury it deep, make compost of it.

Solstice
Blue jays back out of the forest
reduced to December beggary
hammering sunflower seeds
under the gash of tin roof,
frost staining the windowpanes
 
 
 

Gooseberry: 
I scratched my hand
Reaching in

To gather it
Off the bush,
Unforbidden,

In Annie Devlin’s
Overgrown
Back garden. 
 
ii.
In the storybook
Back kitchen
Of The Lodge

The full of a white
Enamel bucket
Of little pears: 

Still life
On the red tiles
Of that floor.

 
 
 

Sleeping beauty
I came on
By the scullion’s door.

Eelworks
i.
To win the hand of the princess
What tasks the youngest son
Had to perform!
For me, the first to come a-courting
In the fish factor’s house,
It was to eat with them
An eel supper.

The Point
Those were the days—
booting a leather football
truer and farther
than you ever expected!

It went rattling
hard and fast
over daisies and benweeds,
it thumped
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The First Rain of Spring
This is the first rain of spring;
it is changing to snow in the west. 
The children sleep, closing the ring;
this is the first rain of spring. 
Darkly, inside the soft nest,
the children sleep, closing the ring,
It is changing to snow in the west.

We store for death’s fattening
the easeful seed in its caul.
It clasps and unclasps like a spring;
we store for death’s fattening.
Feel it! The fist to the wall;
it clasps and unclasps like a spring,
mindless, habitual,
the easeful seed in its caul.

Days will expand to the west;
winter is over is all.
Darkly, inside the soft nest,
days will expand to the west.
Feel it! The fist to the wall;
we hoard for life’s sweetening.
Winter is over is all.
The children sleep, closing the ring.

 

Today
Apples are dropping
all over Joppa
a windfall, a bagful
for horses and cattle.
Geese overhead
are baying like beagles.
The pears in the uphill
pasture lie yellow
a litter gone fallow
for stick pins of ground wasps.
 
The deer are in rut.
They race through the swales
and here on the marshy
spillway, a yearling
caught drinking, spies slantwise
two humans—us, frozen
unbreathing, the same pair
who tracked him slobbering
apples today in
our Joppa back pasture.

 
 
 
 
 

sour rime coating the pastures—
unpardonable to pass out and
wake with Winter, this stranger
in this cold home in this cold bed.

What You Do
when nobody’s looking
in the black sites what you do
when nobody knows you
are in there what you do

when you’re in the black sites
when you shackle them higher
in there what you do
when you kill by crucifixion
 
when you shackle them higher
are you still Christian
when you kill by crucifixion
when you ice the body

are you still Christian
when you wrap it in plastic
when you ice the body
when you swear it didn’t happen

when you wrap it in plastic
when the dossier’s been there
when you swear it didn’t happen
for over a year now

when the dossier’s been there
for the ghost prisoner
for over a year now
where nobody’s looking

for the ghost prisoner
when nobody knows what
you do when you’re in there
where nobody’s looking.

Ascending
The grapes just forming are green beads
as tight on the stalk as if hammered into place,
the swelling unripe juveniles are almost
burgundy, promising yet withholding
and the ones they have come for, the highest
blue-black clusters wearing a dusting of white,
veiled dancers, tantalize in the wind.
Wrens weaving in and out, small bugs, pale sun.
Two bony old people in the back forty,
One holding the ladder, one ascending.
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Wind and Tree
In the way that most of the wind
Happens where there are trees,

Most of the world is centered
About ourselves.

Often where the wind has gathered
The trees together and together,

One tree will take
Another in her arms and hold.

Their branches that are grinding
Madly together and together,

It is no real fire.
They are breaking each other.

Often I think I should be like
The single tree, going nowhere,

Since my own arm could not and would not
Break the other. Yet by my broken bones

I tell new weather.

The Avenue
Now that we’ve come to the end
I’ve been trying to piece it together,
Not that distance makes anything clearer.

It began in the half-light
While we walked through the dawn chorus
After a party that lasted all night, 
With the blackbird, the wood-pidgeon,
The song-thrush taking a bludgeon
To a snail, our taking each other’s hand
As if the whole world lay before us. 
 
The Weepies
Most Saturday afternoons
At the local Hippodrome
Saw the Pathe-News rooster,
Then the recurring dream

Of a lonesome drifter
Through uninterrupted range.
Will Hunter, so gifted
He could peel an orange

 
 
 

Together and together (2014)
Settings of poems by Paul Muldoon
 
Macha
Macha, the Ice Age
Held you down,
Heavy as a man.
As he dragged

Himself away,
You sprang up
Big as half a county,
Curvaceous,
 
Drumlin country.
Now at war
With men,
Leading them against

Each other,
You had to prove
Your permanence.
You scored the ground

With a sharp brooch,
Mapped your first
Hillfort.
The day you fell,

At the hands of men,
You fell
Back over half a county.
Clutching a town

To your breasts.

Bigfoot
Comes, if he comes at all, among sumach
and birches, stops half-
way across the clearing…Wood-smoke,
the cabin where you mourn your wife,

where, darkening the tiny window,
is the fur coat
you promised her when she was twenty
or twenty-one, you forget.

Ireland
The Volkswagen parked in the gap,
But gently ticking over.
You wonder if it’s lovers
And not men hurrying back
Across two fields and a river.
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The Performers
Tenor William Ferguson has performed with The Metropolitan Opera as Beppe 
in Pagliacci, Santa Fe Opera as Caliban in the American premiere of Thomas 
Ades’ The Tempest, Opera Australia as Truffaldino in Love For Three Oranges, 
as well as Candide, Nanki-Poo, and the Electrician in Powder Her Face all at 
New York City Opera. Additional credits include Opera Theatre of St. Louis, Opera 
Memphis, Central City Opera, The Dallas Opera, Opera Omaha, Virginia Opera, 
Opera Philadelphia, Teatro Massimo (Sicily), Palau de les Arts Reina Sophia 
(Valencia), and Salzburger Landestheater. A passionate concert and recital 
performer, Ferguson has appeared with the BBC Orchestra, Boston Symphony, 

City of Birmingham Symphony (England), Handel & Haydn Society, Houston Symphony, Los Angeles 
Philharmonic, Milwaukee Symphony, Mostly Mozart Festival Orchestra, National Symphony, New York 
Philharmonic, Pittsburgh Symphony, and San Francisco Symphony; as well as New York Festival of Song, 
Marlboro Music, and Young Concert Artists. He won The Alice Tully Debut Recital Award and First Place in 
the Oratorio Society of New York Competition.

Career highlights of baritone Jonathan Hays include performances with the  
Los Angeles Opera, Washington Opera, Lincoln Center Festival, Bel Canto at  
Caramoor, Opera de la Colombia, Orchestra of St. Luke’s, Mostly Mozart Festival, 
Toronto Symphony, and many others. In the 2018-2019 season, he will perform 
the roles of Sir Joseph Porter in HMS Pinafore at the Anchorage Opera and 
Donald in Billy Budd at the Central City Opera. Recent engagements include 
Maximilian in Candide with Anchorage Opera, the pastiche monodrama An die 
fernen Geliebten at National Sawdust, and a Bogliasco Foundation recital at 
the Museo Chiossione in Genoa, Italy. His recording of Jeremy Gill’s song cycle, 

Helian, ranked fourth on Philadelphia City Paper’s list of Top 10 Classical Albums of 2011, and the Big 

In a single, fluent gesture,
Was the leader of our gang.
The curtain rose this afternoon
On a lion, not a gong.

When the crippled girl
Who wanted to be a dancer
Met the married man
Who was dying of cancer,

Our hankies unfurled
Like flags of surrender.
I believe something fell asunder
In even Will Hunter’s hands.
 
 
 
 
 
 

Texts set by permission of the authors. Maxine Kumin’s poems reprinted by permission of The Maxine 
W. Kumin Literary Trust. “The Avenue,” “The Field Hospital,” “Ireland,” “Macha,” “The Weepies,” and 
“Wind and Tree” from POEMS: 1968-1998 by Paul Muldoon. Copyright © 2001 by Paul Muldoon. Used by 
arrangement with Farrar, Straus and Giroux. All rights reserved. “Big Foot” from QUOOF by Paul Muldoon. 
Copyright © 1983 by Paul Muldoon. “Derry Derry Down” and “Eelworks” from HUMAN CHAIN by Seamus 
Heaney ©2010 Seamus Heaney “Lightenings” and “The Point” from SEEING THINGS by Seamus Heaney. 
©1991 Seamus Heaney. “Relic of Memory,” “At Ardboe Point,” and “The Given Note” from DOOR INTO 
THE DARK by Seamus Heaney ©1969 Faber and Faber Ltd. Used by arrangement. 
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A Relic of Memory, August 13, 2016 (L to R): Banker,  

Jonathan Hays, Craig Ketter, Jessica Greenberg,  

Robert Pound, William Ferguson, and Robert Friedrich.  

Photo credit: Carl Socolow.
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  Relics of Memory
  Settings of Poems by Seamus Heaney
 1 Relic of Memory [3:22]
  Jonathan Hays, baritone | Craig Ketter, piano
 2 At Ardboe Point [6:29]
  William Ferguson, tenor | Craig Ketter, piano
 3 The Given Note [5:52]
  Jonathan Hays, baritone | Craig Ketter, piano
 4 Lightenings [3:56]
  William Ferguson, tenor | Craig Ketter, piano
 5 Triptych [4:27]
  Jonathan Hays, baritone| Craig Ketter, piano
 6 The Point [3:12]
  William Ferguson, tenor | Jonathan Hays, baritone
  Craig Ketter, piano

  unquiet spirit
  Settings of Poems by Maxine Kumin
 7 Mulching [3:54]
  Jonathan Hays, baritone | Craig Ketter, piano
 8 Solstice [2:03]
  William Ferguson, tenor | Craig Ketter, piano
 9 What You Do [2:22]
  William Ferguson, tenor | Jonathan Hays, baritone
  Craig Ketter, piano
 10 Ascending [2:38]
  Jonathan Hays, baritone | Craig Ketter, piano

 

 11 The First Rain of Spring [6:11]
  William Ferguson, tenor | Craig Ketter, piano
 12 Today [4:08]
  William Ferguson, tenor | Jonathan Hays, baritone
  Craig Ketter, piano

  Together and Together
  Settings of Poems by Paul Muldoon
 13 Macha [3:57]
  William Ferguson, tenor | Craig Ketter, piano
 14 Bigfoot [2:24]
  Jonathan Hays, baritone | Craig Ketter, piano
 15 Ireland [2:43]
  William Ferguson, tenor | Jonathan Hays, baritone
  Craig Ketter, piano
 16 Wind and Tree [4:10]
  William Ferguson, tenor | Craig Ketter, piano
 17 The Avenue [3:44]
  Jonathan Hays, baritone | Craig Ketter, piano
 18 The Weepies [4:08]
  William Ferguson, tenor | Jonathan Hays, baritone
  Craig Ketter, piano

  Total Time = 64:00
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